Abstract-With the fast development of mobile edge computing (MEC), user equipments (UEs) can enjoy much higher experience than before by offloading the tasks to its close edge cloud. In this paper, we assume there are several edge clouds, each of which has limited resource. We aim to maximize the number of offloaded tasks and minimize the energy consumption of all the UEs and edge clouds, by selecting the best edge cloud for each UE to offload. We formulate the problem as a mixed-integer non-convex optimization, which is difficult to solve in general. By transforming this problem into a minimum-cost maximumflow (MCMF) problem, we can solve it efficiently. The simulation shows that our proposed algorithm has better performance and lower complexity than the conventional solutions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, mobile edge computing (MEC) has attracted more and more attention from not only academia, but also industry. With the help of edge cloud, user equipment (UE) has the potential to enjoy much higher experience than before, as the UE can offload its task to the edge cloud, with the benefit of saving its own battery life and increasing the computing capacity. Unlike the traditional mobile cloud which is normally far from the user, edge cloud can be just around the UE. For instance, our laptop, road unit, street lamp can all be the edge cloud, and in [1] , PC is used as an edge cloud. Compared to normal cloud, edge cloud can fast respond to the UE's request, which is very important for the latency-sensitive tasks, such as virtual reality service. However, compared to the normal cloud, edge cloud may be resource-limited and therefore, it may not be able to accept and conduct all the tasks offloaded from all the UEs. In this case, access control policy may be enforced by edge cloud to the offloaded tasks. Also, from the side of the UE, it may favor selecting the closer edge cloud to offload the task. Because with the increase of the distance between UE and edge cloud, it may take UE much more time and energy in offloading the data to the edge cloud. Therefore, it is crucial for UEs to select the best place to offload the tasks, by considering its own capacity, and the resource availability of the edge clouds.
Some previous works have attempted to reduce the energy consumption of offloading computations in MEC [2] , where Luo et al. studied a multi-user computing problem in wireless interference environment, and developed an energy-efficient Algorithm. Zhang et al. [3] proposed a Near-Far Computing Enhanced C-RAN (NFC-RAN) architecture, which can better meet the QoS and increase the tasks offloading successful rate. However, in above papers, they did not consider the offloading place section.
In this paper, we assume there are several edge clouds, each of which has limited resource. Also, we assume there are a number of UEs, each of which has a computation-intensive task to be conducted. We aim to study the best place for each UE to offload, by considering the minimization of energy consumption for all the UEs and edge clouds and at the same time considering the maximization of the number of accepted tasks from UEs, with the constraints of limited computing resource in each edge cloud. We formulate this problem as a mixed-integer non-convex problem, which is difficult to solve in general. By transforming this optimization to a minimumcost-maximum-flow problem, we are able to solve it properly. The simulation shows that our proposed algorithm has better performance than the conventional solutions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the system model. The solution is presented in Section III. In Section IV, we present the simulation results, followed by the conclusion in section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. System Architecture
In this paper, we assume there are serval edge clouds, randomly distributed in an area, where there are a number of UEs, trying to offload their tasks to the edge clouds, as shown in Fig. 1 . We assume all the UEs intend to offload their tasks and no tasks will be executed locally. This is realistic for the tasks with high computations required, which may not be possible executed locally. We assume the edge clouds have limited resource and are not able to accept all the offloaded tasks and therefore access control will be conducted in each edge cloud. In Fig. 1 , the dashed line means a possible/potential communication channel which the UE can use to offload the data to the corresponding edge cloud, while the solid line denotes the actual communication channel that UE selects to offload the data. Consider that there are I = {1, 2, ..., I} UEs and J = {1, 2, ..., J} base stations, each of which has an edge cloud. Also, assume each UE i has a task U i to be offloaded.
where D i denotes the total number of the CPU cycles required to accomplish the task measured in Gigacycle, B i describes the data size of task i to be offloaded.
is the QoS requirement of this task.
Let E tr ij denotes the transmission energy consumption of task U i , then, one can have
where P tr i is the transmitting power, which will be fixed in transmission such as in [5] [6] [7] , T tr ij is the time for uploading the data to the j-th edge cloud, given by
in which R ij is the uplink data rate from the i-th UE to the j-th edge cloud. Then, one can have R ij as [4] 
where W is the channel bandwidth, w n is the noise power. H ij is the channel gain between the i-th UE to the j-th edge cloud, given by [5] 
in which d ij is the distance between the i-th UE to the j-th edge cloud. We assume the path loss factor as α = −4 [5] . Moreover, assume the computing energy in edge cloud is given as E C ij . Then, one can have
where T C ij denotes the time of executing the task i in the j-th edge cloud. One can have T C ij as
where f C j is the computing capacity that edge cloud allocates to UE measured in Gigahertz(Ghz). Also, in (6), P C ij denotes the computing power consumption in edge cloud, which can be modeled as [8] 
where κ C ≥ 0 is the effective switched capacitance and ν C ≥ 1 is the positive constant [9] to meet the test. We set κ C = 1 and ν C = 3 in this paper.
Furthermore, we assume x is a collection of all the x ij , ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J , where x ij ∈ {0, 1} denotes whether the i-th UE selects the j-th edge cloud to offload, i.e., x ij = 1 means the i-th UE selecting the j-th edge cloud, while x ij = 0, otherwise. Then the total energy consumption can be given as
Also, assume the available computation resource in j-th edge cloud as F j . Then, one can have
Moreover, assume that the number of the whole accepted tasks by all the edge cloud is N , then one can have
Then, assume the task from UEs only need to be conducted in one edge cloud or got rejected. Thus, one can have
To guarantee the QoS requirement for each UE, one can also have
where T max i is the maximum time in which the task has to be completed. Next, we will give the problem formulation.
B. Problem Formulation
We aim to maximize the number of offloaded tasks and minimize the energy consumption of all the UEs and edge clouds.
To this end, the optimization problem can be formulated as follows
One can see that we have two objectives in P, where minimize {E(x)} is the minimization of the energy consumption for all the UEs and edge clouds, while minimize {−N (x)} can be seen as maximize {N (x)}, i.e., the maximization of the number of offloaded tasks. One can also see that P is a multiple-objective-optimization problem (MOOP) with two objective functions. It is also a mixed-integer programming problem. This kind of problem is usually an NP-hard problem.
Next, we will analyze the characteristics of this problem and transform it into a relaxed problem which can be easily solved.
III. MINIMUM-COST-MAXIMUM-FLOW (MCMF) BASED SOLUTION
A. Reformulating Constraint
At first, the constraint (2) can be transformed as follows:
, (15) can be re-written as:
where • means the operation to get the nearest integer less than or equal to the value.
B. Pruning Strategy
We can get the lower bound of uplink data rate R min ij as:
where R min ij is the lower bound of R ij . Each candidate link between the i-th UE and the j-th edge cloud in Fig. 1 represents that the uplink data rate R ij satisfies (17). Since R ij can be calculated by (4), we can prune to remove the infeasible candidate offloading choice x ij , which violate the (17) when x ij = 1, from the candidate set. Thus, the remaining x ij in the candidate set must conform to (17) and the constraint (3) can be removed from the formulation (14). Now we can transform the original problem P to the following problem P :
x ij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ I , ∀j ∈ J (18)
C. Problem Transformation
As illustrated in Fig. 2 , by adding a dummy node M , a source node S and a terminal node T in the topology graph of problem P , the original problem is transformed to a new problem. In Fig. 2 , there are two kinds of edges. One is the solid line connecting UE nodes to edge cloud nodes, which means there are real communication channels between UEs and edge clouds. The other one is the dashed line from the source node S to UE nodes, or from UE nodes to the dummy node M and then to the terminal node T . These dashed lines are virtual connections and just used to construct the new problem. We can transform the problem P into the Minimum-Cost-Maximum-Flow (MCMF) problem. We assume that (s, e) denotes the edge from node s to node e in Fig. 2 , A is the collection of edges.
In Fig. 2 , if node s tries to deliver its task to node e, there will be a "flow" going through the edge (s, e), and the flow through the edge will cause cost a se x se . Where a se is the cost of the edge (s, e), and x se denotes the number of tasks flow through the edge(s, e). The energy consumption in (18) will be transformed to the cost of each edge between UE nodes and edge cloud nodes in Fig. 2 .
The constraint (1) in P can be transformed to as follows
As shown in Fig. 2 , there is an edge between each UE node and S node, thus (19) guarantees that each UE node gets one and only one task delivered by S node. The constraints (2) in P can be transformed to as follows
Moreover, the number of in and out flow for all nodes except S and T node must be equal. All flow start at S node will finally arrive at T node, and if one UE node delivers its task flow to one of the edge cloud nodes and finally reach T node, it means that the UE offloads successfully. If one node fails to offload, then the flow will go through it to M node and finally reach T node. Thus, we can solve original problem P by solving P : 
where w se is the weight of the edge (s, e) with the value given by (22)
Also, in P , a se is the cost of edge (s, e) with the value given by (23):
where G can be a very large value. For example, one can assign G as a value which is larger than the sum of energy consumption of all the UEs and edge clouds. 
1) Integer Solution:
The P is actually a LP relaxation to the original problem P, thus it can be solved by the simplex algorithm. But general the solution to LP is not guaranteed to be integral. To guarantee the result returned by the simplex algorithm is integral, all entries of P should be integers, i.e., the a se , I , w se should be integers. I , w se are integers as aforementioned. Part of the a se is the energy consumption, which may be not integral. To address this issue, we can adjust the magnitude of the energy unit to a large order to make it as integer values. For example, if the energy consumption is 1.2 Joule, we can adjust it to 1200 Millijoule. If a se is too small, the fractional part can be omitted. By making the entries integral, one can get the integer solutions of the MCMF by the simplex algorithm.
2) Optimality Analysis: Since the original problem is an MOOP, we use the Pareto Optimality to discuss the optimality. Definition 1. Pareto Optimality: Assume that f 1 (x) = E(x) and f 2 (x) = −N (x), a decision variable x * is Pareto optimal, if there does not exist another feasible decision x subject to f m (x) ≤ f m (x * ) for all m ∈ {1, 2} and at least one of the inequalities is strict, i.e., ∃k ∈ {1, 2}, f k (x) < f k (x * ). Then, we can have following Theorem according to the Definition 1.
Theorem 1. If x * is the optimal solution of problem P , then it is the Pareto optimal solution of both problem P and P .
Proof: The proof of theorem 1 is omitted here due to the page limitation.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present the simulation results to show the performance of our proposed method. The configuration of the simulation is listed in Table I . The total available CPU frequency F total is assigned to all the edge cloud nodes randomly and
In the simulation, we allocate the UE nodes and the edge cloud nodes in the simulation area randomly. We compare our solutions with the following two benchmark algorithms, i.e., Greedy Algorithm and the Distance First Algorithm.
We input the distance data, time consumption and QoS into the three algorithms. The Greedy Algorithm and Distance First Algorithm are described in Algorithm 1&2:
The average energy consumption (AEC) is used in comparison, which is:
We fixed the number of edge clouds and changed the number of UEs at first, and fixed the number of UEs while changed the number of edge clouds after that. If j ≤ J 8:
back to step 3; 9:
Else 10:
Offload fail, and go to step 13; 11:
Endif 12:
Endif 13:
If all UEs have been chosen 14:
Output the average energy consumption, the number of tasks offloaded successfully. As depicted in Fig. 3 , the proposed MCMF based method outperforms the Greedy Algorithm and Distance Algorithm in average energy consumption. The number of the edge clouds is set to 18. The proposed method can achieve up to 8.78% and 17.82% energy consumption reduction over the solutions achieved by the Greedy Algorithm and Distance First Algorithm respectively when the number of UEs equal to 100.
As shown in Fig.4 , with the increase of the number of edge clouds, the AEC becomes smaller and smaller because there are more computation and communication resources provided with the increasing of edge clouds.
In Fig.5 , the impact of the number of edge clouds on the number of the offloaded tasks is shown. The proposed algorithm achieves up to 6.56% and 8.62% more number of offloaded tasks than Greedy Algorithm and Distance First Algorithm.
As depicted in Fig.6 , with the increasing of number of edge clouds, more and more tasks can be offloaded. More edge clouds mean more choices for the UEs, and more likely exist the feasible solutions.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose the energy minimization and offloading number maximization problem in wireless mobile edge computing. This problem can be seen as an MOOP optimization with two objectives. By transforming it to a MCMF problem, we can solve it effectively. We also show that the solution we obtain is a Pareto optimal solution. Simulation results show that the proposed method outperform the traditional solutions.
